City of Alva, Oklahoma
Job Description

TITLE:
DEPARTMENT:
REPORTS TO:
FLSA STATUS:
GRADE:
SALARY:

Part-Time Airport Attendant
Airport
Airport Manager
Non-Exempt
03
$10.89/hour to $13.39/hour

NATURE OF WORK
Technical field position in which the responsibilities include a wide range of tasks. Major duties entail meeting
incoming aircraft, refueling planes, grounds keeper, building maintenance, and airport shuttle. This position
carries a great deal of responsibility to ensure the safety and effectiveness of airport operations. Work is reviewed
by the Airport Manager with little direct observation. When no supervisor is on duty, employee may be in charge.
This position requires a high degree of customer service skills.
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS
1. The Airport Attendant will work to promote positive public relations at all times for the Alva Regional
Airport and the City of Alva.
2. Meets all transient aircraft, guides the aircraft safely to a parking spot, secures the aircraft with chocks or
tie downs, takes fuel orders, and tows aircraft in and out of hangars.
3.

Act as line attendant which includes refueling all types of aircraft, performing daily fuel quality tests,
checking inbound fuel for proper quality, maintaining refueling equipment, dispensing oil. Logs sales of
fuel and oil daily and monthly and maintains inventory of supplies. Logs number of operations. Answers
incoming calls for service.

4. Maintains, mows and edges grass areas, assists in the repair and maintenance of runway and lighting
systems, may operate fuel truck, mowing tractors, etc. May perform other preventive maintenance on
equipment and assists with inventory of equipment and supplies.
5. Performs daily airport custodial work; secures the terminal building at closing and may assist security as
needed.
6. Operates base station Unicom radio - relaying advisory information to incoming and departing aircraft.
7. May provide support in any way needed for special events at the airport.
8. Performs other tasks as assigned by supervisor.
EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

Note: This job description is not designed to cover or contain a comprehensive listing of activities, duties or responsibilities
that are required of the employee for this job. Duties, responsibilities and activities may change at any time with or without
notice.
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High school grade level or equivalent work experience and at least 1 year of related work experience.
SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY
None.
SPECIAL CERTIFICATES, REGISTRATIONS, LICENSES REQUIRED
Must have an Oklahoma Class D driver’s license.
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Must be customer service orientated.
Must be able to operate airport equipment and vehicles to maintain and service aircraft, building and grounds.
Must be able to communicate with general public in writing and speaking.
Must be able to adhere to departmental regulations, able to learn airport operations and deal effectively with the
public with tact and diplomacy.
Must have knowledge and training on the handling and dispensing of fuel safely.
Must have a familiarity with aircraft and a pilot’s license would be desirable.
PHYSICAL/MENTAL REQUIREMENTS
There is regular and frequent lifting/carrying/pushing and pulling airplanes into hangars; lifting to handle hoses.
Infrequent lifting of up to 50 pounds of posts, equipment, etc., generally light to moderate lifting on a more
frequent basis to fuel aircraft. Incumbent may be required work weekends and nights. Overtime work may be
required.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND SAFETY CONCERNS
Incumbent is generally working outdoors (50% or more) during the entire year. Incumbent must be aware of and
observe safety requirements in lifting, carrying, and operating machinery, vehicles, or small tractors, etc.
Incumbent must use safety in usage of chemicals, fuels, etc. Incumbent is subject to getting dirty, wet, or exposure
to hazardous chemicals, gas, oil, diesel fumes; subject to working around dangerous equipment, noises, hazardous
and flammable materials, and in confined spaces.
Equal Opportunity Employer
The City of Alva affords equal employment opportunity to all individuals regardless of race, color, national origin,
sex, religion, age, disability status or genetic information. Persons selected for employment into any position must
pass a drug test. Some positions may require passing an alcohol test. Previous employment and any additional
experience will be subject to verification prior to employment processing. A driver’s license and driving record
check will be conducted if driving is a job requirement. A post offer employment fit for duty test may be
conducted prior to job placement.
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